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Abstract
This paperr studies the working
w
condittion of EPB, caalculates the bbearing thrust and torque. Itt also analyzes the
stress charracteristics of EPB
E
bracket inn extreme worrking conditionns by using thhe finite elemennt method and
d gets
the stress and deformatiion distributionn of EPB braccket. Throughh grid refinemeent, the resultss of different mesh
m
size are annalyzed, the reesults show thhat: the maxim
mum strain is cconvergence, bbut the position of the maximum
stress prodduces stress sinngularity. The stress singularrity results are amended by thheoretical form
mula method in
n this
paper, meaanwhile presennts an interpolaation method ccalled the critiical method off interpolation, the value obta
ained
by this meethod is moree close to the true value. B
By using this m
method to intterpolation callculate the exiisting
analysis daata and get thee desired result. By comparring the interpoolation results, calculation rresults and ana
alysis
results, it proves the feaasibility of thiis interpolationn method, proovides a kind of effective m
method to solve the
singular sttress results, provides
p
an efffectual reference for structurral improvemeents and designn manufacturin
ng of
shield braccket.
Keywordss: finite elemennt analysis, EP
PB bracket, strress singularityy, critical interppolation
1. Introdu
uction
Shield tunnneling machiine is special tunneling connstruction maachinery, and the EPB braccket is one of the
principal cconstituent paarts. The shield machine wiill encounter ddifferent geoloogical conditioon in undergrround
mining, frrom silt, clay, sand and hardd rock to soft rock and otheer conditions. In the work pprocess, the mainly
m
parts of shhield tunnelingg machine that is in contact w
with geologicall environment is cutter head and bracket. In the
excavationn process, the EPB
E bracket suffers complexx force, bad w
working environnment, and onnce the constru
uction
begins, thee EPB will be placed in the ground and aassembling onlly needs once forming, it is difficult to rep
place
parts in thhe constructionn process. So iif there is a prroblem on the equipment, itt will give brinng huge loss to the
whole tunnnel. Bracket’s structure and quality is direectly related too the tunnelingg engineering of shield tunneling
machine. T
Therefore, the structure desiggn of the brackket is particulaarly important.

Figure 11. Bracket moddel
This paperr uses the advvantages of coomputer analyssis, combines with the finitee element theoory and mechanics
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knowledgee to analyze thhe shield machhine’s brackett structure, to contribute to tthe achievemeent of aided de
esign
and improve research annd production ccapacity. Meannwhile, gives a more effectivve approach too solve the problem
of stress ssingularity. The results of thhis study on thhe structural ddesign of the bbracket construuction have ce
ertain
reference vvalue.
2. Bulid C
Calculation Model
M
for Bracket
The wholee bracket usess the thicknesss of 50 mm-700 mm sheet, bbuilds their moodels in SoliddWorks. Since EPB
bracket strructure is compplicated, so it’s also need to simplify the m
model to comply with the reqquirements of finite
f
element annalysis, it is alsso convenient for designers tto modify the m
model after sim
mplification.
Accordingg to the modell simplificationn method of E
EPB bracket, the simplifiedd calculation m
model of brack
ket is
showed inn Figure 2. Because
B
the brracket is mirrror symmetricc structure, annd its force aand constraintss are
symmetriccal too. In the FEA (finite ellement analysiis) computationnal process, inn order to imprrove the utilization
of computter resources inn the calculation and to reduuce the impactt on the accuraacy of the calcculation resultss due
to the harddware limit. According
A
to tthe theory of ssymmetry calcculation of finnite element caalculation, you
u can
choose its 1/4 to study after
a
cutting, itt can ensure thhe accuracy of the finite elem
ment calculatioon, and improv
ve the
computatioonal efficiencyy. To properlyy handle the ddesign model, you can get tthe corbel finiite element model,
m
apply the symmetry connstraint on the symmetry plaane after cuttinng, then select 1/4 of the moodel to calculatte, as
shown in F
Figure 3.

Figure 2. Bracket modeel’s finite elem
ment calculationn model

Figure 3. 1/44 model of braacket

3. Analysiis of the Forcees
The force bearing by EP
PB bracket is m
mainly from thhe cutter, so thhe study of thee forces brackeet should start from
the forces of the cutter. When shield ccutter is workiing, it will havve intense fricction with the surrounding so
oil to
produce frriction resistannce, effects of ddifferent soil eenvironments aare also distincctive. Due to thhe difference of
o the
environmeent, the formulla for calculatting the frictioon resistance thhat you need tto use is diffeerent. In clay-b
based
geologicall environment conditions, thee frictional ressistance due to the soil and thhe cutter is muuch smaller tha
an the
cohesive sstrength generaated by the claay itself producce, thus the friictional resistaance due to thee soil and the cutter
c
is often not considered when calculaating the frictiional resistancce, and only cconsider the fr
frictional resisttance
generated by the soil cohhesive strengthh. In sand-baseed geological eenvironment coondition, the fr
friction resistan
nce is
greater thaan the cutter soil cohesive strength; therrefore, you shhould regard it as the fricttional resistanc
ce to
calculate. T
The calculatioon on the frictioon between shield shell and fformation can according to ddifferent geolo
ogical
conditionss and the differrent situation:

Figure 4.. Calculation ddiagram of cuttter’s external lload
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As shownn in Figure 4, the shield cuutter’s frictionnal resistance can be calculated accordingg to the following
formula:
(1) in the ccase of sand (ssoil cohesive sttrength: c = 0):
F1   ( D0 Lpw  w)   ( D0 L

(2) in the ccase of clay (sooil friction anggle:   0 ):

pe1  q e1  pe 2  qe 2
 w)
4

F1＝ D0 Bc

(1)

(2)

Type in : B is the thickneess of the shielld machine cuttter (m)

D0 is the shieldd machine’s ouutside diameterr (m)
L is shield lengtth (m)

c

is cutting secction soil coheesive strength ( KPa )

W is weight off the shield cuttter ( KN )
 is the frictionn coefficient between the straata and the shiield shell
Pe is the verticcal earth pressuure strength accting on the topp of shield macchine ( KPa )
The total ppropulsion muust be greater than the sum of the resistaance of various advances, ottherwise the shield
can’t movve forward. The
T resistance includes perripheral and ssoil shield fricction resistancce, shield forrward
resistance,, the extrusionn force of rockk broken by thhe hob, rear ttrolley tractionn resistance. Inn extreme worrking
conditionss shield cutter can’t rotate, thhus the entire shield bearingg capacity is thhe maximum carrying capaciity of
the equipm
ment machine, the positive prressure and torrque is much llarger than anyy other forces, so you should
d take
the positivve pressure andd torque sufferred by the cuttter as the exterrnal forces forr the research. Bracket is the
e part
to connectt the cutter andd the shield maachine body, thhe positive preessure and torqque that cutterr suffers also act on
the brackeet.
Though caalculation accoording to the ccorresponding formula: loadding of thrust iis 35280KN, rresistance torque in
the geologgical environm
ment is 5669 KN
N M .
4. Strengtth Analysis of Bracket Cuttter Head
4.1 Analyssis of Results
The materrial of bracket model is Q3455B; material’ss density is 78550kg/m3; poissson ratio is 0.228; elastic mod
dulus
is 2.06×1005MPa; yield sttrength of the m
material is 2755MPa.
Accordingg to the designn size of brackket, you can uuse 40mm, 200mm and 10m
mm grid size too carry on the grid
division of the bracket and calculate. The maximum
m equivalent stress, the maaximum deform
mation is show
wn in
Figure 5, tthen analyze thhe results.

a. 440mm mesh

b. 220mm mesh
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c. 110mm mesh
Figure 5. Stress
S
distributtion, safety facctor and the maaximum displaacement distribbution
mparison on thee maximum deeformation andd maximum sttress that are ccalculated by eeach mesh, you
u can
After com
get the reesult that is shhown in the Table 1. The maximum deeformation is convergent, bbut with the mesh
m
refinementt, the maximum
m stress is moore and more bbig. The maxim
mum stress is ppresent at the eends of the sup
pport
beam braccket, the positiion of maximuum stress crosss-section is shhown in Figuree 6. You can fi
find that only a few
nodes’ streess is not norm
mal, so the stresss distortion haappens on thiss position. The stress obtaineed by the metho
od of
Finite elem
ment analysis is
i not the exactt stress value oof the bracket.
Table 1. C
Comparison of results
M
Mesh size
40mm
20mm
10mm
coonclusion

Maximum deforrmation
M
(m
mm)
0.969
0.997
1.003
Coonvergence

Chaange rate
0
2.9%
%
0.6%
%

M
Maximum stresss

(MPa)

3511.8
4766.3
6722.2
Missconvergence

Chhange rate
0
355.4%
411.1%

Figurre 6. The higheest stress profiile (10 mm meesh)
In the couurse of the finnite element caalculation, the stress singulaarity makes thhe convergence rate of the finite
f
element soolution is veryy slow, especiaally for the uniiform grid diviision, the stresss singularity ccan make the result
r
tend to bee infinite, thus affect the acccuracy of the rresults, even lose the referennce value for stress of struc
ctural
calculationn. In the finitte element annalysis of the shield bracket, the geomeetric model sttructure shoulld be
simplified due to the callculate need. H
However, the sttress singularitty phenomenoon happens in tthe calculation
n, it is
necessary to carry out fuurther analysis on it, which can get more acccurate stress aanalysis resultss.
4.2 Singulaar Point Calibbration Equatioons
By the anaalysis of Figurre 7 you can ssee bracket is uunder the jointt action of thee tangential forrce Fb cause
ed by
axial thrusst Fc of shieldd cutter head aand the torque.. You can lookk each bracket as a single beam, the compo
onent
perpendicuular to the beam
m axis of Fc and Fb willl cause brackett’s torsion defoormation and iintegrated view
w, the
deformatioon belongs to the
t beam’s bennding and torsiion deformatioon.
32
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1) The braacket is simpliffied as a beam and the bendinng moment diaagram is show
w in Figure 7.

Figuree 7. Shield braccket force simpplified diagram
m
In the XZ plane, decom
mpose the forcce Fc , Fc cos  iis the componnent that is perrpendicular to the axis direc
ction,
ction
i
is
parallel
to
th
he
axis
directio
on,
The
corresp
ponding
bendi
ing
moment
pe
erpendicular
to
o
the
axial
dire
Fc sin 
is
M1  Fc cos  l

(3)

In the XY plane, the bennding moment generated as ffollows:
(4)

M 2  Fb  l

2) Normall stress and sheear stress produuced by the beending momennts
Rectangulaar cross-sectioon of the beam
m is shown in Figure 8, synnthesis the bennding moment M and M in
n two
directions to get the syntthetic bending moment M.

M  M12  M

2
2

 ( F l )2  ( F
b

c

cos   l )2

(5)

hw
bw

bh
h
Figure 8. Beam figurre

6 ( F l ) 2  ( Fc cos l ) 2
M
 2 b
W bh (3h  bh )  bw 2 (3hw  bw )

(6)

( Fb l ) 2  ( Fc cos l ) 2
Fs
 
hbh  hw bw
A

(7)



As shield bbracket belonggs to the plastiic material, annd it is in a com
mplex stress state, therefore you should fo
ollow
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the fourth strength theoryy to calculate iit:
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(8)

Experimenntal results shoow that: for thee plastic materrial, the fourthh strength theorry is in better aagreement witth the
experimenntal results thann the third streength theory, iit has been widdely used in enngineering. Beecause the material
of bracket is Q345B, so when perform
ming the strengtth checking, yyou should use the fourth streength theory, so the
results yoou can will be more proxiimate to the actual analysiis results. Aft
fter the abovee formula you
u can
calculate: σ
293MPaa.Because the actual model and calculatioon model is sliightly different, so the resultts are
not very acccurate, but the results can bbe used as referrence.
4.3 Singulaar Point Interppolation Compputation
Sometimess, some detaills of the moddel can be sim
mplified signifficantly, someetimes details seems is not very
important at the beginniing, but the results show thaat the details aare crucial. At this time, in tthe singular region,
you can usse stress linearr interpolationn and stress fittting combinedd with Matlab to calculate thhe stress value
e fast
and accuraately.
The previously mentionned formula cchecking methhod is a kindd of effective method for eengineering whose
w
calculationn precision reqquest is not hiigh and analyssis part has sim
mple structuree. But if the enngineering req
quires
high accurracy and has a complex sttructure, becauuse it will suffer many connditions limit such as comp
puter
hardware, model of exxternal conditions, then it iis difficult to obtain accurate results to follow the above
a
engineerinng checking method. Thiss paper propooses an analysis and caliibration methhod called crritical
interpolation for the FE
EA results. In this method, you should conduct effectiive multiple F
FEA calculatio
on on
engineerinng models, andd obtain the diistribution of E
Equivalent (voon-Mises) valuues, generate tthe stress values as
curve andd fits them, annd then study the values onn the critical point from thhe overlappingg sections and
d the
non-overlaapping sectionns. You should get stress valuue toward the coincidence oof the directionn subject to a set
s of
numerical with high quaality meshes, ttake the first aadjacent stress numerical diffference of 10%
% stress points, and
the criticaal point linearr combination gives a lineaar transformattion equationss, then solve tthe results, get the
singular pooint stress valuue.
The criticaal values obtaiined by the FE
EA and the fittting curve is ( xa , y a ), the nnumerical diffeerence between the
10% stresss points is ( x a 1 , y a 1 ),
y a 1  y a
x a 1  x a

(9)

y  ya  k ( x  xa )

(10)

y a 1  y a
( x  xa )  y a
xa 1  xa

(11)

Slope: k 
critical innterpolation equation
e
obtain the interpolation equations
e
by (1), (2)

y

Figure 9. S
Stress picking route
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Make the edge that thee maximum sstress belongs to as the patth, as shown in Figure 9, yyou can select the
node stresss values basedd on three meshh size and com
mpare them., frrom Figure 10 you can see thhat the values in
i the
range of B
BD are consisteent.

Figure 100. Comparisonn of node stress value on the edge of three kinds of grid ssize
When it’s close to the strress singularityy A, the calcullation results ddivisive. Use thhe calculating data of 10mm grid,
you can finnd the numericcal difference bbetween the 10% stress poinnt near point B
B. According too the method above
a
mentionedd, you can usee linear interpoolation to estim
mate the stress value at the point A. Takke a stress inte
ensity
factor for 1, the point stress PA is 2272(Mpa). Com
mpare the ressults of three different sizess of mesh and
d the
interpolation results, it’’s obvious thaat the interpoolation results is closer to the mechaniccs analysis re
esults
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(293Mpa). Therefore, the results obtained by critical interpolation method have a better accuracy than any other
results.
5. Conclusion
This article proposes a measure to solve the stress singularity phenomenon that appears in the structure stress
analysis, and applies the measure in the finite element analysis of shield bracket. Through the simulation
calculation of EPB brackets, we obtain the stress, deformation and other related parameters. Then, using
interpolation method combined with MATLAB to further analyze the stress results, provide validation basis to
shield bracket structure improvement.
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